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Abstract 
In this short report we demonstrate the feasibility of using Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) for studying the flow in facial regions and nasal cavity. A two-dimensional unstructured 
finite volume flow solver [1] is used. For modelling the turbulence we use a standard k- E model. 
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1. The Numerical Method 
1.1. The Finite Volume Code 
The code is described in detail in Ref. [1] and the its characteristics are: 
• two-dimensional; 
• based on SIMPLEC; 
• control volumes can have arbitrary number of edges, i.e the control volumes can be trian-
gles, quadrilaterals etc; 
• Rhie-Chow interpolation [2] for face velocities; 
• k- E model. 
1.2. Equations 
The Navier-Stokes equations and Lhe conLinuiLy equation are solved 
a 
ax. (eU;Uj) 
J 
ap a ( au;) --+- (p.+ p.t)-ax; axj axj 
a 
ax; (eU;) = 0 ( 1) 
where the turbulent viscosity is obtained from 
k2 
P.t = cJLe- (2) · 
c 
The transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation have the form 
a - (eU k) ax · 1 J 
~ ( f.lt ak ) + pk _ {!E 
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1.3. Boundary Conditions 
The configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The left boundary is inlet where 
U;n = 0.1, Vin = 0 
2 0.16k1.5 
kin = (0.1U;n) 1 Cin = O.lH 
where H denotes the height of the domain. 
The top and bottom boundaries are symmetry boundaries where 
au = ak = a£ = o, v = 0 
ay ay &y 
The outlets are located at the upper right corner, and lower right corner of the domain, see 
Fig. 1. Here constant mass flux is prescribed, and 
au = av = ak = ac = 0 an an on an 
where n is the coordinate direction normal to the outlet. 
The remaining boundaries are walls, which are identical to those used in Ref. [3]. For conve-
nience the wall functions are summarized below. 
I For y+ 2: 11.63 where p.tfp. ~ 1, T ~ Tw 
l· The wall shear stress Tw is obtained by calculating the viscosity at the node adjacent to 
the wall from the log-law. The viscosity used in momentum equations is prescribed at the nodes 
adjacent to the wall (index P) as follows. The shear stress at the wall can be expressed as 
au u11 ,P 
Tw = P.t- ~ P.t--ary TJ 
2 
where u
11
,P denotes the velocity parallel to the wall and 7J is the normal distance to the wall. 
Using the definition of the friction velocity u. 
2 
Tw = (!U* 
we obtain 
Substituting u . /Uli,P with the log-law 
uli,P !_zn(Ery+) 
u . K 
we finally can write 
Jlt 
(!U.'T]K 
ln(Ery+) 
where TJ+ = u.ryjv . 
.f. The turbulent kinetic energy is set as 
kp = c;0 ·5 u: 
;!. The energy dissipation rate is set as 
1_. The shear stress is obtained by 
11 For y+ :S 11.63 where Jlt!Jl ~ 1, r ~ rw 
.L calculate u. as follow 
Uli ,P - u . y 
U* V 
2. follow the procedure 2- 4 as explained above where E = 9 and von Karman constant, K = 
0.41 
2. Results 
The grid is shown in Fig. 2. It was generated using the mesh generator in FEMLAB (4). The 
contours of the domain is given as input and then the mesh is generated automatically. 
The vector field is presented in Fig. 3. A small recirculation is seen in the lower part of the 
facial cavity near the face. 
3 
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Figure 1. Configuration. 
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Figure 2. a) Global grid. b) Zoom of grid. 
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Figure 3. Vector plot. a) In front of the face . b) Inside the nasal cavity. 
3. Conclusions 
The present report demonstrates that CFD can be used for studying the flow in facial regions 
and nasal cavity. A two-dimensional simulation has been used, which is a dramatic simplification 
of the reality. In the near future this method will be extended to three dimensions. Thermal 
boundary layers around the body as well as the unsteady breathing function will be consid-
ered. This will make it possible to study physical processes such as particle transport, particle 
deposition, heat transfer etc. 
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